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3 Systemization and Application of a Vibroacoustic Methods Package to Establish Machine Tool Technical Diagnostics



3.1 THEORETICAL METHODS TO ESTABLISH TECHNICAL DIAGNOSTICS By clearly establishing the relations between the level of the supervised parameter or parameters and the functioning state of the technical system, pertinent methods of study have been obtained. Theoretical research uses statistical and/or probabilistic evaluation methods, mono- or multiparametric. The purpose of these methods is either to establish a series of decision algorithms on the basis of analysis of the possible state of the technical system, or to evaluate the inﬂuence of not mentioning the state of the technical system on the global cost of operation.



3.1.1 Statistical Methods Statistical methods start from the evaluation of the minimum risk of spoilage. A limit level x0 is adopted for the supervised parameter x and the repartitions of this parameter in both its states are supposed to be known: f1 (x) for the normal state D1 , and f2 (x) for the wrong state D2 , as presented in Figure 3.1. It can be observed that adopting the limit
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FIGURE 3.1



Repartitions of x parameter.



level implies a certain level of risk in decision making, illustrated by the hatched zones from the D1 and D2 domains, under the repartition functions. Two types of risk occurred: α, the risk of false alarm or the producer’s risk, and β, the risk of not accomplishing the goal or the beneﬁciary’s risk. The Neyman–Pherson method is a statistical method that can be applied to technical systems with a single characteristic parameter. The method consists of establishing an a level, the maximum level allowed for the false alarm probability:  ∞ f1 (x)dx = a (3.1) x0



From this a level, the risk value of the x0 parameter is deduced. The same value may also result from the maximum b allowed level (b < 0.05) in the case of an unaccomplished purpose:  x0 f2 (x)dx = b (3.2) −∞



When establishing the two levels (a and b), the number of technical systems drawn out from operation must be higher than the number of those technical systems for which a spoilage is to be expected as a result of the inevitable errors when specifying the functioning state. If the probabilities that the system is in its normal state P (D1 ) or in its incorrect state P (D2 ) are established and C21 equals the cost implied by a false alarm, C12 equals the cost implied by nonaccomplishment of purpose, and C0 equals the cost of nondetermination
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of the functioning state, the cost of the global risk is given by the relation:  ∞  xa C = C21 P (D1 ) f1 (x)dx + C12 P (D2 ) f2 (x)dx 



xb











xb



+ c0 P (D1 )



−∞



xb



f1 (x)dx + P (D2 ) xa



f2 (x)dx



 (3.3)



xa



Deriving the expression function of xa and xb values of the x parameter, the minimizing conditions of the global cost are determined as (C12 − C0 )P (D2 ) f1 (xa ) = f2 (xa ) C0 P (D1 ) (3.4) C0 P (D2 ) f1 (xb ) = f2 (xb ) (C21 − C0 )P (D1 ) This method is used in cases where the costs of nonrealization of the goal or a false alarm are high. In this case, the existence of the nondetermined zone situated between the xa and xb values of the supervised parameter x is admitted.



3.1.2 Probabilistic Methods Probabilistic methods allow the establishment of each state characterized by a number of parameters with discrete or continuum repartitions, using a diagram of a number of states of the technical system. On the basis of this correlation of state parameters, decision rules or parameters can be established. The Bayes method is a multiparametric probabilistic method that allows determination of the most signiﬁcant diagnostic, by evaluating the state combinations of the signiﬁcant parameters. If in order to determine the diagnostic, the functioning state is noted Di , xj is a simple parameter, and if P (Di /xj ) is the probability of the Di diagnostic in the known conditions of the inﬂuence of the xj parameter on the system, and P (xj /Di ) is the probability that the xj parameter manifests in the Di state, then the probability that both events manifest (Di , xj ) is given by the following equation.     xj Di = P (xj )P (3.5) P (Di , xj ) = P (Di )P Di xj
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At a certain moment the diagnosed system can be in a unique state so the following relation is true. n 



P (Di ) = 1



(3.6)



i=1



If a concrete realization X is considered in the group of x1 , x2 , . . . , xj parameters, then the Bayes relation becomes:   X   P (Di )P Di Di (3.7) P = n   X X P (Di )P Di i 1 It is considered that the xj parameters are usually independent, which leads to the simpliﬁcation: P (X/Di ) = P (X1 /Di )P (X2 /Di ) . . . P (Xn /Di )



(3.8)



This simpliﬁcation is used many times in practice, despite some inevitable interdependencies. In order to simplify Bayesian analysis, diagnostic matrices can be made. In these matrices are inscribed the following probabilities determined by statistical research: P (D/x), the probability of the x parameter manifesting in D state and P (D), the probability of ﬁnding D state. The most signiﬁcant factor is recognized in matrix making P (D/X) = max. Considering the following equation,   n Di =1 (3.9) P X i 1 the basis of the estimation calculus of the technical diagnosis must be reevaluated if the probabilities P (D/x) are under (0.4 . . . 0.5). Observations: 1. The complex of X parameters, which were theoretically or experimentally determined, may deﬁne a Di state if P (Di /X) > Pi , where Pi is the limit probability for the Di state (Pi ≈ 0.9 is recommended). 2. The analysis’ volume increases exponentially with the number of functioning states and parameters considered signiﬁcant for these states.
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3. The application of some rigorously controlled selection criteria leads to reduction of the number of signiﬁcant values of X parameters.



3.2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS TO ESTABLISH TECHNICAL DIAGNOSTICS The functioning state of a machine tool may be correlated with divers parameters such as: (a) vibrations, (b) noise and acoustic emission, (c) temperature, and (d) cutting force and moment. Diagnostic methods based on the use of the ﬁrst two parameters are presently the most widespread. The acoustic or vibrator signal, captured by adequate transducers and used for diagnostic purposes, may be processed in many ways. The directly recorded vibration or acoustic signal is very rarely used in its primary form; usually the important elements used for analysis are the eﬀective value or the power spectrum, thus the signal’s energy. The advantage of methods based on the energy of the vibratory signal is that it allows the use of a common inexpensive instrumentation. The inexpensive quality recommends these methods for research laboratories and production technical systems. More elaborate procedures use the phase of the captured signal. Use of the acoustic signal in diagnosis aims to create an ambient system that allows a correct acoustic measurement of the sound emitted by a machine tool, which is why measurements are done in an anechoic or reverberant room, well isolated from environmental sound. These conditions are hard to realize in a plant environment, but they may be produced in research laboratories. Another major disadvantage of using the acoustic signal is its incapacity to identify the diverse noise sources of the machine, and because of this disadvantage, if the machine does not pass the noise test, other diagnostic procedures will be used in order to determine the source and the time until repairing. This disadvantage may be used to correlate the vibration tests with the noise tests. It is possible to locate an accelerometer in the immediate vicinity of a noise source in a variety of locations on a machine, to determine if this source is a problem for the machine. Precise information necessary to diminish the noise level is also obtained. Use of the vibration signal for diagnostic purposes has proved to be very advantageous. The isolation of the machine from the vibrations of the plant environment is simpler and more eﬃcient: a rubber or polyurethane foam carpet can serve as an excellent isolator as
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the environmental vibrations are of low frequency. From this point of view, it must be noted that machine tools need foundations that ensure antivibration isolation or at least use dampening pads for leaning. Environment-radiated noise in machine tools produces structural vibrations of incomparably smaller amplitude than those of the internal mechanisms; these vibrations can be ignored. The main advantages of the vibration measurements are twofold: the possibility of fault detection and the possibility of locating the source of these faults, that make vibration the main signal for diagnostic study. There are major diﬀerences among diagnosis methods depending on their capacity to reach the imposed goal, identify the fault, and establish the technical diagnostic. In this respect there are methods that indicate the functioning state and/or the existence of a fault, called basic diagnosis methods, and methods that estimate the fault kind, location, and time until spoilage, called profoundness diagnosis methods. A comparative study of the two types of methods highlights the fact that the same physical eﬀects and, many times, the same vibroacoustic signals, but treated with diﬀerent mathematical algorithms, are diﬀerently valorized depending on the desired precision degree of the diagnosis.



3.2.1 Speciﬁc Parameters Common to Vibroacoustic Methods of Diagnosis In order to process the vibration signal in the time domain (Fig. 3.2), some parameters speciﬁc to the analysis of the vibroacoustic signals are introduced: The medium value (arithmetic) of the signal: x=



1 T







T



x(t)dt = 0



N 1 xi N i1



(3.10)



The eﬀective value (eﬀective of the root mean square, RMS): 



 N 1 T 2 1 2 xef = x (t)dt = x (3.11) T 0 N i1 i The peak value of the signal: positive peak: xv+ = max .x(t) negative peak: xv− = min .x(t)
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Vibration signal in time domain.



The signal’s dispersion (σ-standard deviation of the same signal): 1 T →∞ T



σ 2 = lim







T



0



(x(t) − x)2 dt =



1 (xi − x)2 N −1 i1 N



(3.12) The function of amplitude distribution [the probability that the vibration amplitude is inferior to a given value x; see also Fig. 3.3 (left)]: i 



P (x) = lim



T →∞



∆ti



0



T



(3.13)



FIGURE 3.3 Amplitude of vibration: (left) inferior to a given value; (right) instant amplitude is in a given interval.
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The function density of probability of the amplitude [the probability that the instant amplitude of the vibrator signal will be in a given interval; Fig. 3.3 (right)]: P (x) − P (x + ∆x) ∆x→0 ∆x



p(x) = lim



(3.14)



It can be deduced from the last deﬁnition that between the function of amplitude distribution and the function density of probability of the amplitude exists the relation: p(x) =







P (x) dx



or



∞



P (x) =



p(x)dx



(3.15)



∞



The autocorrelation function (estimation if the vibrator signal remains similar to itself):



Cx (τ ) =



1 T







T



x(t)x(t + τ )dt = 0



N 1 (xi + xk ) N i1



(3.16)



Another parameter is added to those above in order to estimate the signal in the frequency domain: The spectral density of power (the amplitude density in the power spectrum):   2 2 T   −2πjf t  Sx (f ) =  x(t)e dt T 0 



(3.17)



This function is in fact the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function from the time domain. With this function’s help the total power of the signal is obtained by integrating the partial powers of the spectral components:  P = 0



∞



Sx (f )df
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3.2.2 Diagnostic Surface Methods 3.2.2.1 Peak Factor Method This method evaluates the vibroacoustic signal in the time basis by recording the peak value and the eﬀective value, followed by the calculus of the peak factor: Fv =



x ˆ xef



(3.19)



On the occurrence and development of a fault in a bearing, the shocks generated while rolling over the fault make the peak value increase substantially, but the shocks have a very small inﬂuence on the eﬀective value of the vibrator signal. In consequence the value of the peak factor increases and this tendency has to be supervised. In the technical literature, on the basis of numerous tests, the following characteristic values are given for the peak factor. Fv Fv Fv Fv



< 10: good bearing; = 10, . . . , 20: fault conditions occur; = 20, . . . , 25: incipient fault; > 25: fault bearing.



The eﬀective value of the vibrator signal increases even as the shock’s amplitude from individual faults remains constant, as the bearing is deteriorating and more and more faults occur. This phenomenon makes the peak factor “fall” to the initial value, toward the end of the bearing life cycle, making a deteriorated bearing appear in good condition. Such behavior will trick an uninformed user of this diagnostic technique. The peak factor method is simple and easy to use. It is especially useful in the case of monitoring a large number of measuring points when an early warning is not required, and the consequences of spoilage are not too great. In particular situations, the method can be completed by another diagnosis method in profoundness, for example, Cepstrum analysis.



3.2.2.2 Diagnostic Index Method This method has its basis in the use of normalized values of the eﬀective and peak parameters of the vibrator signal.
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Normalization aims to report the value of parameters characteristic of the analyzed signal, measured at a certain moment t, to a reference value for that parameter. For diagnosis, it is useful for the reference value of the normalized parameter to be the value measured in the perfect operating state of the supervised system. Use of the normalization method allows the estimation of the functioning state of simple mechanical systems (e.g., bearings) and only by use of the normalized eﬀective values or peak values of the vibration signal. For example, the fatigue of the radial ball or roller bearings can be correlated with the eﬀective value of the signal acceleration as follows. xef xef xef xef xef



= 20 [mm/s2 ]: normal function; = 20, . . . , 45 [mm/s2 ]: slight traces of light settling; = 45, . . . , 90 [mm/s2 ]: strong settling until visible faults; = 90, . . . , 150 [mm/s2 ]: major faults; > 150 [mm/s2 ]: out of operation.



The diagnostic error by this method is approximately 50% (see Table 3.1), and decreases to under 30% by normalization of the eﬀective value indicator. The diagnostic index can be deﬁned with the relation K(t) =



x(0) xef (0)ˆ xef (t)ˆ x(t)



(3.20)



so it has a value between 0 and 1.



TABLE 3.1



Error Margin for the Diagnostic Index Method Without normalization



Error (%)



With normalization



Error (%)



Eﬀective value, xef



xef (t)
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